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Ston,eley [1926] and Takeuchi [1950] made the earliest computations of the tidal deformations of the earth. The surface loading of simple earth models was solved by Slichter and Cafputo [1960] , Joberr [1960] , and Ca.puto [1961, 1962] . Kaula [1963] considered internal mass loading. Kuo [1969] used the ThompsonHaskell matrix method to find the response of a. layered, nongravitating halfspace to surface stresses. The alternative procedure of numerically integrating the equilibrium equations for the layered half-space is developed here in section 2. The much more difficult problem of finding the deformations caused by arbitrary internal stress and displacement singularities has application to the static and dynamic displacements from earthquakes. Singh [1970] and Ben-Menahem et al. [1970] discuss this subject.
The calculatio.n given here of the deformation by surface mass loads of spherical gravitating earth models closely follows Longma,n's [1962, 1963] Of course, if the geophysical load of interest has its energy concentrated in the low-degree spherical harmonics, it may be efficient to evaluate the load effect in the wave-number do.main, multiplying the Love numbers by the load expansion coefficients [Pertsev, 1966 [Pertsev, , 1970 . In calculating tidal loading, however, it is better to convolve the cotidal data with the load Green's function. This is because most of the load effect comes from the water closest to the observatio.n site, and to represen• this load accurately in • spherical harmonic expansion would require global knowledge of the small-scale variations in the ocean tide. The convolution method makes optimum use of the most accurate and important ocean-tide data, those 764 w.E. FARRELL pertaining to the immediate vicinity of the geophysical measurement.
There is an alternative to the Love-number method for calculating the earth's response to a surface mass load. Gilbert [1970] has called attention to the work of Rayleigh [1945, chapter 4] on the response of a harmonic oscillator to an arbitrary input. Rayleigh showed how the response could be expressed as a weighted sum of the eigenfunctions, with the weights depending on the driving force and inversely on the frequency ' squared of each mode. Assuming the existence of tables of eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions for a given earth model, this method is probably most useful for calculating the far-field response. The response near the load is mostly governed by upper-mantle structure, which strongly affects only the high-degree modes of the earth. 0nly perfectly elastic earth models, driven at frequencies much less than the gravest eigenfrequency, are considered here, and, because we are assuming the earth is perfectly elastic, two important aspects of quasi-static geophysical loading are not covered. These are the frictional dissipation of energy in a lossy (finite Q) elastic solid and the approach to isostasy through viscous flow in the mantle. The first feature is important in tidal loading; the second fea•ture dominates the earth's response to loads that have time scales of millennia (the Pleistocene glaciers).
Seismological studies have established that disturbances faster than I cycle per hour decay with a Q of the order of 100-1000, and from observational data the dissipation funetion Q-•(r) can be found [Backus a.nd Gilbewt, 1970']. Since
Q-•(r) is a function of radius, the earth's response to harmonic (at the several tidal frequencies) surface loads will lag behind the driving force, and the lag will vary with distance from the load, as well as with frequency. The lag could be computed by assuming a Q-• (r) structure and including a dissipation term in the equations of motion. At present, the phases in the tidal load data are much more uncertain than the few degrees attributable to mantle friction, but accurate loading data could potentially justify numerical calculation. Not only does the load tide contribute to lunar tidal friction (the effect is probably quite small), but also loading Q's could be compared with seismic Q's to study the possible variation of Q with frequency. The body-force tide, too, lags its driving force. In this case only a few spherical harmonics are important; hence the eigenmode summation technique [Gilbert, 1970] is the appropriate calculation method, assigning to each mode its observed Q [Lagus and Anderson, 1968] .
Glacial loading causes flow in the mantle, and to describe this phenomenon requires a constitutive relation more complicated than the perfectly elastic equation. One common model is the Maxwell solid, whose behavior is governed by a Newtonian viscosity, as well as the usual density and Lain6 parameters [Cathies, 1971] . The time dependence in the response is handled by the Fourier or Laplace transform formalism. Green's functions for surface loads on a viscous earth model are found by taking the input to be a 8 function in time as well as space, so that two inversions are required to construct Green's functions from the transformed variables. Calculation of the geophysical response to. a melting ice sheet then requires the evaluation of both a temporal and a spatial convolution integral; hence the computing effort for glacial loads is much greater than for tidal loads.
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BOUSSINESQ'S PROBLEM
The archetypal load study is the calculatio.n of the response of a nongravitating, elastic half-space to surface pressure. The Green's functions for this boundary-value problem are associated with the name of Bo•ssinesq [188.5]. This is an appropriate starting point for several reasons. The method of solution adopted here is exactly that used later in this paper for the spherical, stratified, gravitating earth, and it exhibits all the essential features but none of the algebraic complexity of the spherical calculation. Also, near a point load, the Boussinesq solution is the limiting value of the spherical solution (to the extent that the elastic forces dominate the gravitational forces), and the analytic expressions of the former are a useful check on the numerical calculations of the latter. Furthermore, the Boussinesq problem supplies a standard response, convenient for normalizing the spherical Green's functions. a. The basic solution. In a homogeneous nongravitating medium, the static displacement vector s satisfies the elastic equilibrium equation Computationally one proceeds as follows. Rather than rearrange the three conventional mantle starting solutions into two solutions plus a rigid shift, any two solutions are chosen and propagated from the core to the surface. At the surface the correct mix of the two solutions is found by satisfying any two of the three boundary conditions. The consistency relation assures us that the third boundary condition is met automatically. 
Approximate expressions for these limits, derived from the Boussinesq problem, are written in equations 36, but as the exact values we take those computed for the largest n. The approach to the limit, and the differences between the approximate and computed limits, are clearly shown in the Love-number plot, Figure 1 , and in Table A2 .
Using the asymptotic value for h,•, (37) can be written _ a u(•) ah•, P•(cos •) q-• • (h• --h•)P•(cos •)
The first sum is known exactly. The second sum terminates after a finite number of terms, since (h• -h©) is zero above n -N, the maximum Legendre degree. The poin• in inserting the bracketed disk factor is that it provides an additional n -a/a decay in the summand. The faster decay is not essential here, but is important for evaluating the tilt and strain sums. The actual response of the earth model to disk loads could be found by including the disk factor in the infinite sum, the first par• of (39), as well as the finite sum (41). For the Green's function, however, the limit a -• 0 is •aken. One method of finding the limit would be to evaluate (41) for several a and then to apply Aitken's 8 a process [Hildebrand, 1956, Table A1 for all three models. Table A2 gives because the sums in (37) and (45), when 0 is greater than 90 ø, are not much larger than a typical term which is of the order of i and ¬, respectively, in the two cases (Table A2) . With only 10 to 20 terms entering into the sum (Table 1) showing that near the load the ratio of the potential perturbation effect to the displacement effect is -k©/2h•. This ratio can also. be calculated from equations 25 and 36. Moreover, Table A2 shows that when n k 3, nkn/2h• • k•/2h•, etc., so that at all distances the h part and the k part of the acceleration contribute in about this same ratio, even though the total response is far from the small t• limit. This would be an ambitious project and require a wealth of high-quality data. Inversion theory has previously been used to study several one-dimensional functions (for example, the earth's density p(r) as a function of radius); here T is a complex function in two dimensions, so that the computational effort is much greater. Eventually it will be more economical just to measure the water elevation directly with instruments like the self-contained capsules of Shodgrass [1968] . Nevertheless, load studies can be used in a less rigorous fashion to extrap- In the oceanographic problem, one assumes •hat the Green's functions are more accurately known than the configuration of the tidal waters, and, by using the known Green's functions, one attempts to. infer the ocean tide from measurements of the load tide. There are two exceptional areas, the Bay of Fundy and the Irish Sea, where the semidiurnal tide is unusually large and better known than the local earth structure. In these areas, tidal loading is used to study earth structure [Lambert, 1970] . Again, the raw data need to be corrected for more distant loads, and the Green's functions given here are suitable for that purpose.
) = (•r/40), j(i) = k(i -1) •-1, and k(i) = j(i) -• (•r/O) (the symbol ( ) indicates the nearest integer is to be taken). The partial sums (44) are evaluated directly, giving terms ai(O), which alternate in sign (in the limit) so that Euler's transformation can now be applied to (43). When the disk factor is
When t• -
At midcontinent the load tide is a small but unknown perturbation to the body tide. This limits the accuracy with which the astronomically driven body tide can be measured. Given rough models of the ocean tide, the load effects can be removed accurately enough that experimental error becomes the greatest uncertainW in measuring the body tide. More accurate knowledge of phase of the body tide would give information on the earth's dissipation function Q-l(r) at frequencies 10 and 20 times lower than the gravest normal-mode frequency. 
